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Abstract 

 
This article explored the songs about homosexual broadcasting in Thailand during 2003-2013. The focus was on the songs with 

love and desire theme. The study found that there were 26 songs about homosexual being broadcasted during that decade. However, there 

were only 5 songs mentioning love and desire of homosexual. The rest of them were about homosexual identities, depression and social 
influence. The songs with love and desire theme expressed the difficulty to find true love among homosexual relationship, the desire to have 

their own „husband‟, the desire of aging gay men, the inexperience of young gay men and the inferiority of gay men for being a „fake‟. 
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Introduction 

 

Homosexuality is like other issues about sex in Thai society, a private issue that one should not reveal. In 

traditional Thai society, before the 19
th
 century was flexible about homosexual. It was not an acceptable practice but 

there was no punishment for it.The cause of unaccepted was the anti- policy of the state to reproduce as much 

population as possible because population was important for the old kingdom as the work force and 

military.Homosexual, in that period, was ambiguity and difficult for a simple society of Siam to understand. The 

illustration was found in a Dictionary of Siamese Language by Rev.J.Caswell (1855) as the following; 

 

 

กะเทยนั้นคือบุทคลท่ีมีประเทษท่ีลบัเปนหญิงกใ็ช่เปนชายกใ็ช่นั้นเรียกวา่คนกะเทย  

 Katoey is a person who has female and male sexual organ. 

 

The other definition was Bradley (1873) as „a person who is not a man, not a woman, and has only a urine path‟ 

or คนไม่เป็นเพศชายไม่เป็นเพศหญิงมีแต่ทางปัสสาวะ. Thus, Katoey is a Hermaphrodite and was perceived by Thai society as only by 

physically sexual difference.The meaning of cultural Katoey was found for the first time in Thai Three Seals Lawin 

1894 in the section about the characteristics of a witness or AiyaganLaksanapayan. 

 

Although there were some degrees of sexual discrimination for homosexuals in Thai society, there was no hard 

punishment. Some homosexual men could live in Thai society with inferiority but still enjoy their lives and being 

accepted as good friends, good colleagues and good members of their families. 

 

Thai Homosexual Songs and Thai Society 

 

Homosexual songs were one of the elements to express homosexual relationship. The first Thai song with 

homosexual content was PlengSuttthaai (เพลงสุดทา้ย) which literally means „The Last Song‟. This song was released in 

1985 as a soundtrack in the movie of the same title and became dramatically popular. In 1994, another song about 

homosexual men was released with the title Kliart Tut (เกลียดตุ๊ด) or „I hate Tootsie‟. This song was criticized for its 

pejorative meaning. Another song with negative tone was released in 1998 entitled Prateang,(ประเทือง) a common male 

name. Both Kliart Tut and Prateang narrated the lives of homosexual men from straight men‟s perspective. It could 

be generalized that homosexual songs in early period contained pejorative tone with no empathy. This phenomenon 

continued through the decade of 2003-2013 as the study found from 26 songs about homosexual being broadcasted 
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during that period. However, the interesting thing about the songs in this decade was some of them contained the 

feeling of homosexual men about love and desire empathetically. 

 

Love and Desire in Thai Homosexual Songs 

Apart from the songs sung by the straight men with negative tone, there were songs sung from the homosexual 

perspectives. Five songs being released in the decade of 2003-2013 containing the themes of love and desire were 

popular to some extent, not the top hit of the chart like those with the negative tone sung by straight men. The 

illustrations of the songs about love and desire of homosexual men were as the following analysis. 

 

Love  

 

The songs about love of homosexual were different from love songs of heterosexual. Homosexual love songs 

were always about a Katoey (Thai homosexual man) seeking true love which was believed not to exist. The 

illustration could be seen from the song Katoey’s Feeling (หวัอกกะเทย) as follow: 

เพลงหวัอกกะเทย (เจมส์เชิญย้ิม) 

เกิดมาเป็นผูช้ายไม่รู้ท าไมอยากมีผวัจริงๆร่างกายเป็นชายแต่ใจเป็นหญิงน่ีแหละของจริงกะเทยเมืองไทยกะเทยเมืองไทยน่ีแหละหวัอกกะเทยชายไหนเล่าเอยใหค้วามจริงใจมีแ
ต่ความรักหลอกๆพอเขาปอกลอกแลว้กท้ิ็งไปไม่เคยจะเจอรักจริงไม่เหมือนกบัหญิงท่ีเขารักชายผูห้ญิงท่ีรักผูห้ญิงยงัมีรักจริงกวา่หญิงรักชายน่ีมนัเป็นเพราะอะไรผูช้ายรักชายมีนอ้ยจริ
งๆอยากจะกลบัเป็นชายแต่กลบัไม่ไดเ้พราะจิตใจเหมือนหญิงขอเตือนกะเทยจริงๆจะแปลงเป็นหญิงกจ็งตดัใจน่ีแหละหวัอกกะเทยอยากมีรักจงัเลยจะทุ่มเทกายใจขอเพียงคุณๆผูช้ายอ
ยา่มาท าร้ายหวัใจกะเทย 

“I was born as a man. But I don‟t know why I want to have a husband so much. My body is a man but my heart 

is a woman. I am a real Thai Katoey. I want to meet a man with true love but most men would leave me after they rip 

me off. There are true love in a „woman and woman‟ and a „woman and man‟ relationships. But true love in a „man 

and man‟ relationship is difficult to find. I want to reverse to be a man but I cannot because my feeling is a woman. I 

want to warn other Katoeys what you will face if you really want to be a woman, you can never be. I want to meet a 

man with true love. I will devote my life and soul for him. This is the feeling of Katoey. Please do not hurt Katoey‟s 

feeling.” 

 

The above song illustrated that a homosexual man was upset about not able to find true love. He believed that 

true love only exist in lesbian relationship and heterosexual relationship. The interesting point was heterosexuals of 

love always about unfulfilled love. Men and women were seeking true love in heterosexual relationship as well but a 

Katoey in homosexual songs were not convinced about that. 

Apart from being upset about not able to find true love in homosexual relationship, the other song entitled 

‘Moaning Katoey’ (กะเทยร าพนั) illustrated the inferiority about being „a woman in a man‟s body‟ which was believed to 

be the reason of unfulfilled love. This could be exemplified in the following song: 

 

เพลงกะเทยร าพนั (โจโจอี้ส) 

คุณเห็นฉนัเป็นเช่นดงักะเทยโออ้กเราเอ๋ยเกิดมาอาภพัเสียย่ิงร่างเป็นชายแต่ใจเราเป็นหญิงคิดไวช้ ้าใจเสียจริงทุกส่ิงท่ีเราไดม้าอยา่เห็นฉนัเป็นคนนอกสังคมอยา่ไดท้บัถมมองเรา
ไม่มีคุณค่าอยา่มองฉนัผิดไม่มีจริตมารยาเสแสร้งแกลง้ท าวางท่าท่ีวาจาเหมือนดงัผูห้ญิงรู้บา้งไหมวา่ใครช ้าชอกฉนัจะขอบอกเร่ืองราวท่ีมีทุกส่ิงหวัอกกะเทยทุ่มเทหวงัชายแอบอิงพอเ
ขาไดไ้ปทุกส่ิงแลว้เขากท้ิ็งฉนัไปถึงแมฉ้นัเป็นสาวประเภทสองคุณอยา่ไดม้องหยามหม่ินใหฉ้นัหมองไหมพ้ระพรหมลิขิตขีดเส้นจึงตอ้งเป็นไปชาติน้ีโทษใครไม่ไดต้วัฉนัเป็นชายแต่
ใจเป็นหญิง 

“You only see me as a Katoey. I‟m so unfortunate. My body is male but my mind is female. I‟m so upset about 

what I have got. Please do not think I‟m an outsider and useless. Please do not misperceive me. I‟m not a pretentious 

to pretend talking like a woman. Please understand how much pain I have to go through. I devote everything for men 

but they left me after they get what they want. Although I am the second typed woman, please do not look down at 

me. This is the way god wants me to be. I cannot blame anyone. My body is male but my mind is female.” 

 

Both of the songs about love of homosexual as exemplified above reflected the perception of homosexual men 

towards heterosexual men as lucky people who could find true love and homosexual men as the unlucky people who 

were deceived in the relationship and unable to find true love. 

 

Desire 

 

On the aspect of desire, there was a song entitled „An Old Katoey Craving for a Husband’ illustrating the feeling 

of an old homosexual man who was trying to „advertise‟ himself and convince men to be his husband by tempting 

them with materials like an iPhone and iPad. The content of the song were illustrated: 

 

เพลงกะเทยเฒ่าอยากไดผ้วั (สาวสองพนัคนัจิโกะ) 
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หวานใจป้ีปู๊บ่าวนอ้ยยคุสามจีกะเทยเฒ่าอยา่งป้ีไค่ไดเ้จา้เป็นผวันอ้งเอ๋ยมาเป็นผวักะเทยมนับ่เชยแน่นอนเป็นกะเทยเฒ่าละเหงาอกเหงาใจไค่ไดป้้อจายมาเป็นผวัอ่ีป้ีบ่าวนอ้ยบ่าวใหญ่บ่
าวใหม่บ่าวจ๋ีหนา้ตาดีๆเป็นผวัป้ีบ่นอ้งป้ีกะเทยเฒ่าอะคอยเฝ้าใจหมองไค่มีคู่ครองมาร่วมหอ้งเต็มท่ีบ่าวนอ้ยบ่าวจ๋ีเป็นผวัป้ีบ่นอ้งเป็นผวักะเทยมนับ่เชยแลว้กนัจะแต่งทั้งวนัเอาแบบเกา
หลีกะไดจ้ะซ้ือไอโฟนไอแพด็ห้ือใจแท็บเลต็รุ่นใหม่เขา้โลกออนไลนตึ์งวนัการเอาใจใส่บ่ห้ือไดผ้ิดหวงัซ่ะตงซ่ะตงัคป้ี์จะแบ่งจะปันกอดกอดหวัน่หวัน่กม่็วนงนัใจแลว้เป็นกะเทยเฒ่า
กเ็ฒ่าแต่ร่างกายในจิตในใจยงัสดใสกูห้อ้งแข่งกบัชะนีป้ีบ่มีบกพร้องป้ีขอรับรองจะห้ือม่วนตึงกนัจะกินกิมจิชาบูชิกว็า่กนัป้ีสาวสองพนัขอยึดมัน่สัญญาฮกัป้ีเถิดหนาบ่าวนอ้ยบ่านอ้ง 

“My sweetheart,  a young man of 3G epoch, an old Katoey like me wants to have you as a husband. Please come 

to me and be a Katoey‟s husband. It will keep you up to date. It is lonely to be an old Katoey. I want a man to be my 

husband. I don‟t care if you are a young man or an old man. Handsome man, do you want to be my husband? I‟m so 

sad waiting for a partner to sleep in the same room. Oh young men, please come to be my husband. I will not 

embarrass you for being an old fashion Katoey. I can dress up in Korean style. I will buy an iPhone and iPad or any 

tablet you want for you. We can access the online world all day. I will take care of you. I will give you the money. I 

will hug you. Hug hughug that was enough to keep me happy. I am old, but I‟m still young at heart. I can compete 

with a woman with no problem. I can guarantee you with fun. I can take you for Korean food. An old lady like me 

will keep my promise. Please love me young men.” 

The desire of a homosexual was expressed in a „funny‟ way in the above song. Looking at the content of this 

song on the surface, it was amusing.  But more in-depth analytical reflected Thai sexual culture. „Sex issues‟, 

especially „sexual intercourse‟ were seen as dirty and embarrassing things that one should not reveal. This was 

influenced by the teaching of the Buddha that sexual desire was craving and the cause of unhappiness (Siriporn, 

2003:137-138). Therefore, to express the feeling of sexual desire directly could be embarrassing for a homosexual 

man in this song. However, that was interesting because usually Katoey were seen as a group of people who were 

sexually extrovert in Thai society. The modest expression of sexual desire in this song could be because of being an 

„old Katoey‟ that caused a lack of self confidence to express sexual desire more explicitly. In addition, the song was 

presented with a „funny‟ tone which was another „technique‟ of sexual presentation in Thai „literati’. 

Conclusion 

Homosexual issue was like other issues about sex in Thai society that people still find it embarrassing to talk or 

write about. In early period, the songs about homosexual were sung in an unsympathetic tone. Homosexual was 

presented as a disgusting and funny group of people. In the decade of 2003-2013, there was the emergence of songs 

about love and desire of homosexual presented with more empathy.  However, the songs about homosexual love were 

presented as an impossible mission for homosexual men to find true love and homosexual desire was presented in a 

modest way with a „funny‟ tone. 
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